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ABSTRACT

The Boolean satisfiability (SAT) problem asks whether the vari-
ables in a given Boolean formula can be assigned in such a way
that the formula evaluates to true. Given a Boolean formula, a SAT
solver tries to find a set of satisfying assignments or declares that
the formula is unsatisfiable. In this project, we implemented a par-
allel SAT solver using the Cilk multithreaded programming lan-
guage. Our parallel implementation is based on MiniSat, a well re-
garded serial SAT solver known for its efficient implementation and
small code base. This report outlines our parallelizing strategy and
documents the implementation details of the search function. At
the end of the document, we also presents some preliminary experi-
mental results. The parallelized MiniSat has performance compara-
ble to the original implementation when running on single proces-
sor. When running with multiple processors, however, the through-
put of the solver does not quite scale as the number of processors
increases.

1. Introduction

The Boolean satisfiability (SAT) problem is a classic NP-complete
problem [6], which asks whether the variables in a given Boolean
formula can be assigned in such a way that the formula evaluates to
true. Typically, the input Boolean formula is expressed in conjunc-
tive normal form (CNF), which is a conjunction (AND) of clauses
composed of disjunction (OR) of literals, where a literal is either a
variable or the negation of a variable.

A SAT solver has many useful applications such as Electronic
Design Automation [13], program verification [8], and constraint
solving in artificial intelligence. Consequently, researcher spent
considerable amount of effort developing heuristics to organize and
prune the search space, thereby allowing larger problem instances
to be solved. Recent progress made in SAT solving includes tech-
niques such as ”restarting” [9], “conflict-driven backtracking” [12],
and “dynamic variable ordering” [14].

Another ongoing trend in SAT solving is to harness the mul-
ticore architecture to search in parallel. The majority of the par-
allel solvers are based on a parallel divide and conquer method
called “guided path” [16]. The guided path approach divides the
search space into disjoint subspaces by branching on each “as-
sumption” variables, and such subspaces can be searched in par-
allel. As threads traverse the subspaces in parallel, they accumu-
late information useful for other threads. The information may be
shared through either a centralized database with thread-local ref-
erences [11] or a distributed database that is periodically synchro-
nized [4, 15]. Yet a completely different approach to parallelize a
SAT solver is to run multiple independent serial solvers with dif-
ferent “tuning parameters” for heuristics and terminates when one
of the subsolvers find a result [7].

In this project, we implemented a parallel SAT solver based on
MiniSat [3], which is a well regarded serial SAT solver known
for its efficient implementation and small code base. The origi-

nal MiniSat implementation employs advanced heuristics such as
restarting, conflict-driven backtracking, and dynamic variable or-
dering, and its intricate structure makes it challenging to parallelize.
We parallelized MiniSat using the Cilk-5 multithreaded program-
ming language [5] and kept its structure with strategy similar to the
guided path approach. We as well allow threads to share informa-
tion by having each thread maintaining its own local database that
periodically synchronizes with the centralized database.

While our parallel SAT solver seems to function correctly, the
preliminary experimental results show that the throughput of the
solver does not scale well as the number of processors increases.
This is not too surprising, given that our implementation is not
highly optimized, and we have not spent much time to investigate
in performance issues. Nonetheless, we present this preliminary
results to give the readers a sense of where our implementation
stands.

The rest of the report is organized as following: Section 2 gives
an overview of the original MiniSat implementation to provide
some background. Section 3 introduces Cilk-5’s linguistics and ex-
ecution model, and outlines our parallelizing strategy using Cilk.
Section 4 provides the implementation details and describes some
subtle issues we encounter during implementation. Section 5 gives
the preliminary results of our current implementation. Finally Sec-
tion 6 concludes with some topics of future investigation.

2. Serial MiniSat overview

In this section, we go through some background necessary to ex-
plain our parallel SAT solver implementation. First, we introduce
some standard SAT solver terminologies that we use throughout
the rest of this document. Next, we give an overview on how the
serial MiniSat works, focusing on two particular strategies used by
MiniSat, the conflict-driven backtracking and the dynamic variable
ordering. This section is meant to give a high level overview of
MiniSat with enough details to convey how we implemented the
parallel MiniSat; it is not meant to serve as a complete tutorial on
the implementation of MiniSat. We refer interested readers to [3]
for more details.

Before we introduce MiniSat, we need to first go over some
terminologies in SAT solver used throughout the rest of this doc-
ument. Given a Boolean formula expressed in conjunctive normal
form, a SAT solver decides whether the variables in the formula
can be assigned in such a way that the formula evaluates to true.
A Boolean variable can take the value of true, false, or being free.
Similarly, a literal can take the value of true, false, and free. Given
a set of variable assignments, a clause is true if it contains at least
one true literal; a clause is false if it contains all false literals. On
the other hand, a clause is asserting if it contains one free literal
and the rest of its literals are false. When a clause is asserting, a
solver would try to assert the free literal, i.e., assign value true to
the free literal, so that the clause does not become false and render
the entire formula false. We refer to the last free literal in an assert-



ing clause as the asserting literal. Finally, a clause is free if it is not
true, not false, and not asserting.

One can think of the search space as a binary tree, where
each node represents a variable to be assigned next, and the two
outgoing edges leading to the its children represent the true and
false assignments to the variable. A naive implementation of a SAT
solver may perform an exhaustive enumeration of assignments by
traversing through the search space in a depth-first fashion, fixing
the variable assignments one by one; when it reaches a conflict,
i.e., a variable assignment that falsifies the formula, it backtracks to
the previous level, reassigns the conflicting variable to a different
polarity, and tries again.

MiniSat as well performs a exhaustive enumeration of assign-
ments, but it employs few techniques to speed up the search pro-
cess. One of them is referred as the “conflict-driven backtracking.”
In MiniSat, there are two different means for a variable to be as-
signed. When MiniSat chooses a free variable and assigns a value
to it, the assignment is called an assumption, or the variable is as-
sumed. The number of assumptions made thus far defines the level
of the solver. Once an assumption is made, some clauses in the
database may become asserting, and solver must assign the assert-
ing literals true in order to continue the search. The assignment to
the asserting literals may further cause more clauses to be assert-
ing and more variables to be assigned. Such a cascading process
of assigning variables is referred as propagation, or a variable is
propagated if its assignment is forced due to a propagation. Min-
iSat keeps a list of assumptions made and a log of all variable as-
signments made in chronological order during the search process.
When an asserting literal is assigned to true, MiniSat as well re-
members the reason as to why this assignment is made, i.e., the
asserting clause that asserts the literal.

The process of propagation stops either when there are no more
asserting clauses, or when the solver encounters a conflict, where
the propagation attempts to assign true to an asserting literal, but
its corresponding variable has already been assigned, and the as-
signment makes the asserting literal false. At this point, the search
process is stuck, and the solver must backtrack. Before the solver
backtracks, it examines the clause that asserts the conflicting value,
and traverses the reason backwards to figure out why such con-
flicting assignments are made. The solver then generates a learned
clause to represent the conflict, and its clause database is expanded
with the learned clause to prevent such conflicting assignments and
help pruning subspaces in the future search. The conflict analysis
also helps the solver to figure out the level which it should back-
track to in order to resolve the conflict. Upon a conflict, instead of
reverting one variable assignment at a time, the solver may cancel
multiple levels of assignments. This process of analyzing the con-
flict and backtracking multiple levels until conflict is resolved is
referred as the conflict-driven backtracking.

In order to facilitate the propagation and efficiently figure out
which clause is asserting, MiniSat also keeps tracks of a list of
watched literals, where two free literals are selected from every
clause at the beginning of the search. Whenever a watched literal in
a clause is assigned with value false, the solver swaps the watched
literal with another literal from the same clause that is either true or
still free. The solver can then quickly determine whether a clause
is asserting, i.e., when the solver cannot find a replacement for a
falsified watched literal from the same clause.

MiniSat also spend considerable amount of effort to order its
variables in order to determine which variable to assume next. It can
be observed empirically that, the choice of ordering has profound
influence on the performance. During the search, MiniSat keeps
track of an array of values associated with each variable, referred
as the activity. The activities of variables are as well conflict driven:
during conflict analysis, the solver increase the activities of all

variables encountered during the process of traversing the reason
backwards. The increment of the activity is assigned in such a way
that favors the more recent conflicts than the less recent ones. The
variables are kept in a max heap called order, which is sorted at
all time, and the variable with the highest activity is selected to
assume next. This heuristic used to select variables is referred as
the dynamic variable ordering.

3. Parallelizing MiniSat with Cilk-5

This section gives an overview on how we parallelize MiniSat with
Cilk-5. In order to present our strategy, we first introduce Cilk-5’s

linguistic model and some basics of its work-stealing scheduler.1

Then we describe our strategy of parallelizing MiniSat, which
involves answering two questions. First, we need to know what
to parallelize. Second, based on the strategy of parallelization, we
need to figure out how to handle various data structures used by the
solver. We describe them in turn.

Cilk-5

Cilk-5 is a fork-join programming language, which permits dy-
namic creation of parallelism. More specifically, Cilk-5’s linguistic
constructs allow the programmer to denote the logical parallelism
of the program rather than the actual parallelism at execution time.
The Cilk-5 work-stealing scheduler [1, 2] respects the logical par-
allelism specified by the programmer while guaranteeing that pro-
grams take full advantage of the processors available at runtime.

Cilk-5 extends C with five keywords: spawn, sync, cilk,
inlet, and abort. Parallelism is created using the keyword spawn.
When a function call is preceded by the keyword spawn, the child
function is spawned and the scheduler may continue to execute the
continuation of the parent (i.e. caller) in parallel with the spawned
child without waiting for it to return. The complement of spawn
is the keyword sync, which acts as a local barrier and joins to-
gether the parallelism forked by spawn. The Cilk-5 runtime sys-
tem ensures that statements after a sync are not executed until
all functions spawned before the sync statement have completed
and returned. In Cilk-5, a Cilk function that contains the keywords
spawn and sync must be spawned and cannot be called. Similarly,
one can only spawn a Cilk function but not a C function. The cilk
keyword is a function modifier so that the type system can pre-
clude calls from C functions to Cilk functions. An inlet is a C
function internal to a cilk function, which provides a mean to in-
corporate a return value from a spawned child into the parent frame
in a more complex manner. The keyword abort can be used only
inside an inlet; once executed, the abort statement causes all the
already-spawned children to terminate. The keywords inlet and
abort together provide support for speculative computation, which
we employ in our implementation of parallel MiniSat.

Cilk-5’s work-stealing scheduler load-balances parallel execu-
tion across the available worker threads. Cilk-5 follows the “lazy
task creation” strategy of Kranz, Halstead, and Mohr [10], where
the worker suspends the parent when a child is spawned and be-
gins work on the child. Operationally, when the user code running
on a worker encounters a spawn, it invokes the child function and
suspends the parent, just as with an ordinary subroutine call, but
it also places the parent frame on the bottom of a deque (double-
ended queue). When the child returns, it pops the bottom of the
deque and resumes the parent frame. Pushing and popping frames
from the bottom of the deque is the common case, and it mirrors
precisely the behavior of C or other Algol-like languages in their
use of a stack.

1 We include the materials on Cilk-5 so that this document is self-contained.
For readers who are familiar with Cilk and its work-stealing algorithm can
safely skip over the paragraphs under the Cilk-5 subheading.



The worker’s behavior departs from ordinary serial stack exe-
cution if it runs out of work. This situation can arise if the code
executed by the worker encounters a sync. In this case the worker
becomes a thief , and it attempts to steal the topmost (oldest) frame
from a victim worker. Cilk-5’s strategy is to choose the victim ran-
domly, which can be shown [2, 5] to yield provably good perfor-
mance. If the steal is successful, the worker resumes the stolen
frame.

Our strategy of parallelizing MiniSat

As we mentioned previously, MiniSat differentiates between vari-
ables that are assumed versus variables that are propagated, and
each assumed variable defines a new level for the solver. With this
strategy, a node in the search tree with depth d corresponds to a
variable assumed at level d, and the two edges corresponds to the
true and false assignments of the assumed variable. The propa-
gation triggered by a particular assumption falls on the edge cor-
responding to the assumed variable assignment. When the solver
backtracks to level d, it clears out all the assignments (assumed or
propagated) made at level d and deeper to resolve the conflict. Once
the conflict is resolved, the solver then propagates the asserting lit-
eral from the learned clause and continues the search by selecting
a different variable to assume at level d.

In our implementation of the parallel MiniSat, we explore the
parallelism by allowing the two branches of a given node to be
searched in parallel. That is, if a worker is exploring the false
branch of some assumed variable x1, we allow a different worker to
search down the true branch of x1. The original MiniSat is written
in such way that the search is performed iteratively. In order to
allow the second branch to be explored in parallel, we rewrote the
search function so that the search is performed recursively; that is,
after a variable is selected to assume to be false, it spawns itself
recursively to perform the search for the next level. Hence, the
continuation of the search can potentially be stolen and executed
in parallel. If the continuation is stolen, the thief would select the
same variable to assume and continue the search with the variable
assigned to true.

When a worker reaches a conflict and needs to backtrack, it
aborts workers working on the subtrees along the backtracking
path, because it knows that the workers working on those sub-
trees would eventually reach conflicts. While this abort policy is
not strictly necessary for correctness, it is an optimization, saving
workers from searching down unfruitful paths further. The program
would still be correct without the abort policy, since the workers
working along the backtracking path should eventually reach con-
flicts and backtrack.

We chose to adapt the abort policy, and a worker backtracking
needs to have a mean to abort other workers working along the
backtracking path. Since the search function recursively spawns
itself for each level of assume, aborting workers working along the
backtracking path is equivalent to aborting subcomputations along
the way as the backtracking worker returns back to the appropriate
level of recursion. Therefore, we simply marks each recursion
with its depth, which corresponds to the level of assume; when
a worker backtracks, it returns and triggers abort along the way,
until it reaches the frame whose marked depth is equivalent to the
backtracking level.

How to handle various data structures

Once we parallelize the search function, we must also consider how
we handle variable data structures used by the solver. We summa-
rize a list of data structures employed by the original MiniSat be-
low:

• assume: A log of variable assumed in chronological order.

• trail: A log of variable assignments made in chronological
order, including variables assumed and propagated.

• clause_DB: A list of clauses, including input constraints and
learned clauses.

• assign: The current assignment of variables.
• reason: The reason for each assignment made.
• order: The current order of variables sorted by their activity

values.
• activity: The current activity of all variables.

The main challenge is to figure out, when a branch is stolen
and searched in parallel, how many data should the thief copy over
from the victim, what can be kept separately and what needs to be
synchronized. At first glance, it seems that data structures such as
assume, trail, assign, and reason are very much context depen-
dent, i.e. the values stored in them depend on where the worker is in
the search tree. In fact, given our strategy for parallelizing MiniSat,
we must ensure that when a steal occurs, the thief share the same
prefix of assume as its victim, so that the thief operates on data
which correctly reflects where it is exploring in the search space.
Doing so also ensures that the level of recursion always aligns with
the level each assume is made, which is crucial for the abort to work
correctly.

We made the observation that, as long as the thief makes a copy
of the assume from the victim, up to the level where the work
is stolen, the thief can reconstruct the rest of the data structures
independently by replaying the prefix of assume that it just copied
over. Doing so avoid making copies of all the data structures upon
a steal, which we speculate may be prohibitively expensive, since
a moderately sized input to a SAT solver can contain at least
thousands of variables. On the other hand, we do make a trade off
that now we have the additional overhead for replaying the assume.
As it turns out that the strategy of making copies has other issues
(which we describe in more details in Section 6), we chose the
strategy to only copy over the assume and perform replay.

Therefore, we end up keeping P copies of solvers, one for each
worker, and each solver contains its own copy of the data structures
listed above. Upon a steal, the thief replays assume to bring its
solver “up-to-date”, so that the solver data structures reflect the
stolen work that it is about to resume; this includes values stored in
trail, assign and reason. The order and activity are tightly
coupled, but they only influence which variable the thief picks to
assume next, so it is less context-dependent. The only restriction
is that, any variable that is still free must appear in the order list,
which we also ensure in the replay.

The clause_DB seemed like it can be shared among workers as
a global data structure at first. It turns out that, the original MiniSat
maintains the invariant that, it always keeps the watched literals of
a given clause as the first and second literals of the clause, so the
solver actually manipulates the clauses stored in the clause_DB

throughout execution. In the parallel version, since each worker
explores different search path, each worker would assume and
propagate different variables and therefore manipulate the clauses
differently. To get around this issue, we chose the simplest strategy
for now, which is to allow each worker to have its own local
clause_DB as part of the solver state.

We don’t want to give up the effect of learning, however. If
one worker explores down a path, reaches a conflict, and learns
a clause, we want to allow other workers to access that learned
clause and gain the same knowledge as to what search space can
be pruned. Therefore, we as well keep a global_DB. Whenever
a worker learns a clause due to a conflict, it deposits the learned
clause into the global_DB. Periodically, each worker checks with
the global_DB and fetches new clauses deposited by other workers
since it last checked. Doing so we allow workers to shared learned
clauses. The global_DB is a shared data structure and thus needs to



1 int search(Solver *solver) {
2 int blevel , res;
3 while(res == UNDEF) {
4 confl = propagation(solver);
5 if(confl) {
6 if(level(solver)==solver ->root_level) {
7 res = UNSAT;
8 break;
9 }

10 blevel = analyze(solver ,confl ,&learned);

11 expand_DB(solver ,learned);
12 cancel_until(solver ,blevel);
13 } else {
14 next = select_next_var(solver);
15 if(next == UNDEF) {
16 res = SAT;
17 break;
18 }
19 assume(solver ,lit_neg(next));
20 }
21 }
22 return res;
23 }

Figure 1: The pseudo code for the iterative search function from the original
MiniSat.

be synchronized upon access. At the moment we synchronize the
data structure with a reader / writer lock; we imagine that accessing
the global_DB would not be a bottleneck, because learning does
not occur too frequently. We may improve the implementation
in the future if synchronizing the global_DB turns out to be a
bottleneck.

4. Implementation details

In this section, we go into more details of the implementation by
walking through the pseudo code of our parallel search function.
First, we describe the serial search function implemented in the
original MiniSat. Next, we show the code transformation on the
search function so that the search is performed recursively instead
of iteratively. Finally, we demonstrate how we parallelize the re-
cursive search function in Cilk and discuss some subtleties that we
encountered.

Figure 1 shows the pseudo code for the search function from the
original MiniSat, which performs a depth-first search in an iterative
fashion, terminates and returns only when a satisfying assignment
has been found or when the solver declares that the formula is not
satisfiable. Within each iteration, the solver first checks whether
any variable needs to be propagated (line 4); the propagation may
results in a conflict or it may not. When a conflict occurs (shown
been lines 5–12), the solver checks whether it is at the root level
(i.e. no variable has been assumed yet). If so, since a root-level
conflict indicates that this formula is not satisfiable, the solver
breaks out of the loop and returns UNSAT. On the other hand, if the
conflict did not occur at root level, the solver invokes the function
to analyze the conflict (line 10), which returns a backtracking
level blevel and fills the learned clause learned. The solver then
expends its clause_DB with the learned clause (line 11), and calls
cancel_until to clear out any assignments made at blevel and
deeper (line 12). This is equivalent to the solver backtracking to
blevel.

If the propagation finishes without a conflict (lines 14–19),
it selects the next variable according to the order sorted using
activity (line 14), assumes the variable to be false (line 19),
and continues the search (i.e., repeats this process in the next
loop iteration). If the select_next_var returns UNDEF (line 20),
however, it means that there is no more variables left to be assigned,
which indicates to the solver that a model, or a set of satisfying
assignments has been found. In which case, the solver breaks out
of the loop and returns SAT.

1 int search(Solver *solver ,int depth) {
2 int blevel = INT_INF;
3 bool backtrack = false;
4 while(!backtrack) {
5 blevel = INT_INF;
6 confl = propagation(solver);
7 if(confl) {
8 backtrack = true;
9 if(level(solver)==solver ->root_level) {

10 set_res(UNSAT);
11 blevel = solver ->root_level - 1;
12 } else {
13 blevel = analyze(solver ,confl ,&learned

);
14 expand_DB(solver ,learned);
15 cancel_until(solver ,blevel);
16 }
17 } else {
18 next = select_next_var(solver);
19 if(next == UNDEF) {
20 set_res(SAT);
21 blevel = solver ->root_level - 1;
22 backtrack = true;
23 } else {
24 assume(lit_neg(next));
25 blevel = search(depth+1);
26 backtrack = (blevel < depth);
27 }
28 }
29 }
30 return blevel;
31 }

Figure 2: The pseudo code for the serial recursive search function.

Notice that in this code, the search function takes in a parameter
solver and passes it to the other functions. The solver variable is
a struct containing data structures used by the solver as described
in Section 3.

Since the iterative search is difficult to parallelize, and our
parallel search strategy requires each level of assume to be its own
level or recursion, the first thing we do is to transform the iterative
search into a recursive search. The transformed code is shown in
Figure 2. The code structure in the recursive version follows closely
to the iterative one, except for the following main differences.

First in the recursive version, the function header is different
from the iterative one (line 1); it takes in an additional parameter
depth, which is equivalent to the depth of the recursion and shall as
well correspond to the level of assume. Furthermore, the function
no longer returns SAT/UNSAT; rather it returns a backtracking level
(line 30). This is because in the recursive version, when the solver
backtracks, it not only needs to perform cancel_until up to to
blevel, it must as well return back to the recursion level where
depth equals to blevel. For the very same reason, the loop condi-
tion changed as well (line 4). The iterative version only breaks out
of loop and returns only when a model is found or when the solver
declares the formula unsatisfiable. The recursive version breaks out
of the loop and returns whenever it needs to backtrack.

Second, since we are no longer returning the result, whenever
a root level conflict is encountered (line 9) or whenever a model is
found (line 19), the solver sets the result in a nonlocal variable, via
the function set_result (lines 10 and 20). In addition, the solver
sets blevel to root_level-1 (lines 11 and 21), to indicate that the
control should return all the way back to the caller who initiated the
search.

In the case where a conflict occurs, the code always backtracks.
In the recursive version, conflicts are handled similarly as the iter-
ative version. One thing to note is that, the code always performs
cancel_until before backtracking. In the case where propagation
finishes without a conflict, on the other hand, it similarly performs
the assume. To continue the search, however, it recursively calls
itself with the second argument being depth+1 (line 25). When



1 int search(Solver *s,int depth ,var *assume) {
2 int blevel = INT_INF;
3 bool backtrack = false;
4 var *new_assume = NULL;
5 inlet void catch(int b) {
6 blevel = min(blevel , b);
7 abort;
8 }
9 while(!backtrack) {

10 blevel = INT_INF;
11 fetch_from_globalDB(s);
12 blevel = process_fetched_clauses(s);
13 // ...
14 confl = propagation(s);
15 if(confl) {
16 backtrack = true;
17 if(level(s) == s->root_level) {
18 set_res(UNSAT);
19 blevel = s->root_level - 1;
20 } else {
21 blevel = analyze(s,confl ,&learned);
22 post_to_globalDB(learned);
23 expand_DB(s,learned);
24 cancel_until(s,blevel);
25 }
26 } else {
27 next = select_next_var(s);
28 if(next == UNDEF) {
29 set_res(SAT);
30 blevel = s->root_level - 1;
31 backtrack = true;
32 } else {
33 assume(s,lit_neg(next),assume);
34 catch(spawn search(s,depth+1,assume));
35 if( !SYNCHED && blevel == INT_INF ) {
36 s = get_current_solver();
37 replay(s,assume ,new_assume ,depth);
38 // ...
39 assume(s,next ,new_assume);
40 catch(spawn search(s,depth+1,
41 new_assume));
42 }
43 sync;
44 if(blevel == INT_INF) {
45 break;
46 }
47 backtrack = (blevel < depth);
48 if(!SYNCHED && !backtrack) {
49 s = get_current_solver();
50 replay(s,assume ,new_assume ,depth);
51 }
52 }
53 }
54 }
55 if(new_assume) free(new_assume);
56 return blevel;
57 }

Figure 3: The pseudo code for the parallel recursive search function.

the search returns, the returned blevel is examined to determine
whether it should backtrack further (line 26).

Figure 3 shows the pseudo code of the parallel recursive search
function. Following the same overall structure of the recursive
search, the parallel search contains a top level loop that breaks
and returns when the solver needs to backtrack. As we described
in Section 3, our overall strategy is to allow the two different as-
signment of a assumed variable to be explored in parallel. When
the solver backtracks from one branch, it aborts parallel subcom-
putations along the backtracking path. Each worker keeps track of
its own solver state, and only when a successful steal occurs, the
thief makes a copy of the assume from the victim and performs re-
play to bring its own solver up-to-date. Thus, additional parameter
called assume is passed into the search function, which keeps track
of the variables assumed up to to the current level (populated by
the function assume). Whenever a thief resumes the continuation,
a new_assume is allocated for the thief; the thief invokes replay,
which copies variables from assume to new_assume up to depth,
and continues execution with the new_assume. The assume array
is protected by a reader / writer lock to prevent victim from modify-

ing the assume while the thief is making a copy. Any new_assume

allocated in a given function instance is deallocated at the end of
the function.

At the beginning of every loop iteration, the code fetches newly
learned clauses from the global_DB and process the new clauses
(lines 11 and 12). Then, the code proceeds to do propagation. If any
conflict occurs, it is handled similarly as in the recursive version.
In addition, it posts the learned clause resulted from the conflict to
the global_DB (line 22).

When there is no conflict from propagation (lines 33–52), the
code first assumes the next variable to be false and spawns the
search (line 34). The worker who executes the spawn suspends
the parent frame and continues executing the spawned child. At
this point, if the continuation of the parent frame is stolen, the
thief would resume at line 35, and depending on the if condition
at line 35, it may retrieve its own version of the solver (line 36),
perform replay (line 37), assume the same variable to be true, and
spawn the search of the second branch (line 40).

Both spawn statements are surrounded by the call to inlet

catch (definition shown between lines 5–8). The only job of the
inlet is to incorporate the return value from the spawned child into
the parent frame and triggers abort. If one of the spawned search
encounters a conflict, it returns the backtracking level (stored into
blevel) and aborts the other branch. If both spawned subcompu-
tations happen to encounter conflicts and return around the same
time, the execution of the inlet is serialized (as guaranteed by the
Cilk runtime), and the smaller backtracking level is kept.

The if condition at line 35 checks for whether the continuation
is stolen and whether the other branch has returned. If the continu-
ation is not stolen and is resumed by the same worker who returned
from the first spawn, the second spawn is omitted; the worker sim-
ply continues execution as the serial recursive version. On the other
hand, if the continuation is stolen, but the first spawn returns and
aborts before the thief resumes, the second spawn is omitted as well
(blevel!=INT_INF), since this frame should be aborting.

Notice that there is a race condition here — the first spawn may
return and updates blevel in catch, while the continuation after
the first spawn reads blevel to determine whether to perform the
second spawn. We claim that this is a benign race and does not
effect the correctness of the code, because abort is an optimization;
even if the thief reads a stale value and ends up executing the second
spawn while the frame is being aborted, the thief would realize the
abort or encounter a conflict eventually.

A sync statement is places after the two spawn statement
(line 43) to ensure that control does not pass sync unless all pre-
viously spawned subcomputations have returned. A frame may be
aborted due to an abort triggered by its ancestor’s siblings. In which
case, depending on the scheduling, it is possible for a thief to re-
sume and pass sync successfully, but none of the inlet for this
particular frame got executed, resulting blevel to remain INT_INF

pass sync. In which case, since this frame is aborting, the code
breaks out of the loop and returns (line 45), even though the value
of blevel is not really valid, doing so is okay, because the return
value of this particular frame would be discarded by its ancestor.
This early return is again an optimization.

After the sync statement, the code checks for whether it should
backtrack more (line 47); this check causes the loop to break and
returns back to the caller whose depth equals to the backtracking
level, blevel. Once the control get back to that point, the code
again has to perform a get_current_solver and replay to up-
date the solver data structures, because the worker picking up the
continuation after sync may not be the same worker who returned
from either spawn.

There are a couple subtleties that we omit in the pseudo code in
order to simplify the presentation. First, replaying the assume can



run into inconsistency; that is, a thief during replay may process
an assumed variable that has been already assigned in its solver
state due to an earlier propagation. This can happen because each
solver keeps track of its own clause_DB, and its set of watched
literals may differ from the victim’s. The propagation may have
the same value as the assumption, or it may not. If it doesn’t have
the same value, it is a conflict. If it does have the same value, it is
inconclusive whether this branch that the thief is about to resume
would bear fruit or not.

If the inconsistency occurs during the replay before the second
spawn (line 37), the thief simply gives up the work. This does not
affect the correctness of the program. Assuming the inconsistency
indicates that there is a conflict, the first worker would eventually
discover the conflict when it fetches clauses from global_DB and
backtrack. On the other hand, if there were no conflict, the first
worker would eventually backtrack to some level greater than the
current depth and explore the branch that the thief gives up.

If the inconsistency occurs during the replay after sync

(line 50), however, the thief has to handle the inconsistency, be-
cause it is only worker executing on the stolen branch. If the prop-
agation and the assumption coincide, the thief backtracks to the
depth where the later assumption is selected, and selects a differ-
ent var to assume instead. If the propagation and the assumption
conflict, then the thief backtrack to the most recent level where the
conflict goes away. Notice that backtracking is necessary here, be-
cause we must ensure that the recursion depth always corresponds
to the level of assume.

Second, for the similar reason, a worker may run into conflicts
while processing the clauses newly fetched from global_DB. That
is, with the worker’s current variable assignments, a newly fetched
clause can already be in the state of false or asserting. In which
case, the worker backtracks to a level where all its clauses are either
true or free.

The parallel implementation we described in this section is
nondeterministic and worker-aware, because each worker keeps its
own solver state, possibly with different set of watched literals.
When a thief resumes a stolen work, it replays the assume to get
its solver up-to-date for the stolen work. That means, the results
of reply depends on which worker happens to steal and resume a
particular branch. As we will see in Section 5, the nondeterminism
of the program has some consequences on the execution time.

5. Experimental Results

In this section we present some preliminary experimental results on
our implementation of Parallel MiniSat. We ran all the experiments
on an AMD Opteron system with 4 quad-core 2 GHz CPU’s having
a total of 8 Gbytes of memory. Each core on a chip has a 64-Kbyte
private L1-data-cache and a 512-Kbyte private L2-cache, but all
cores on a chip share a 2-Mbyte L3-cache.

Our implementation runs on the publicly available Cilk-5 distri-

bution (version 5.4.6) without modification.2 The Cilk source code
is first compiled using the source-to-source translator that comes
with the Cilk-5 distribution, and the translated C source is then
compiled with gcc-4.3 with -O2 flag. The original MiniSat imple-
mentation is as well compiled with gcc-4.3 with -O2 flag.

We evaluated our implementation with eight inputs, four of
which are satisfiable, and four of which are unsatisfiable. The
inputs are chosen based on their sizes (i.e., the number of variables
and clauses in the input constraints) and how long our Parallel
MiniSat takes to solve them when running on single processor. For
the satisfiable inputs, the input size ranges from 300 variables /
1260 clauses to 26986 variables / 132388 clauses, and the execution

2 The Cilk-5 distribution can be obtained at http://supertech.csail.
mit.edu/cilk/cilk-5.4.6.tar.gz.

time on single processor ranges from 13 to 21 seconds. For the
unsatisfiable input, the input size ranges from 132 variables / 1527
clauses to 156980 variables / 696581 clauses, and the execution
time on single processor ranges from 8 to 21 seconds. For all inputs,
we collected the execution time and number of inspects (i.e., the
number of clauses examined during propagation) per second, which
serves as an approximation of the throughput of the solver. Each
data point is the mean of five runs.

Figure 4 shows the execution time of all inputs relative to the ex-
ecution time running on single processor, with the left graph shows
execution time for four satisfiable inputs, and the right graph shows
that for the unsatisfiable inputs. In some cases, we are getting sig-
nificant slow down instead of speedup when executing on multiple
processors. We still need further investigation to understand why
this is the case. In general, we don’t observe any consistent pattern
in execution time across the inputs as the number of processors in-
creases. The only consistency we observe across the inputs is that
the execution running on single processor is comparable to the ex-
ecution time of the original MiniSat, despite the spawn overhead.

The execution time, however, is not a good indicator for how
the well the parallelization worked due to two reasons. First, our
implementation of Parallel MiniSat performs speculative computa-
tion, and therefore the amount of work performed varies depending
on the number of processors used during execution. Second, the
execution time is partially dictated by how much the solver can
prune the search space, which heavily depends on the variable or-
dering heuristics and the effectiveness of the learned clauses. The
outcome of using these techniques correlates to what search path
the solver explored. The fact that our solver implementation is non-
deterministic and worker-aware makes the outcome of using these
techniques even more unpredictable. As a result, the amount of
work performed from run to run may not be the same even when
running with the same number of processors. As we can observe
from the results, the standard deviations (not shown in graphs) for
the data points when running on multiple processors range from
21% to 177% for the satisfiable inputs and range from 6% to 38%
for the unsatisfiable inputs.

For a more informative evaluation of how well the paralleliza-
tion worked, we must account for the amount of work performed
during execution. Thus, we also measured the number of inspects,
which is the number of clauses examined during propagation
throughout execution, to approximate for the amount of work per-
formed, since the solver spends considerable amount of time doing
propagation.

Figure 5 shows the number of inspects per second relative to the
number of inspects per second running on single processor, with
the left graph showing the satisfiable inputs and the right graph
showing the unsatisfiable inputs. One may think of the number of
inspects per second as the throughput of the solver. Ideally, one
would expect to see a linear growth in throughput as the number
of processors increases, if the number of inspects were an accurate
accounting for the amount of work performed and if there were no
parallel overhead. While these assumptions don’t hold in practice,
one would like to see at least a steady increase in throughput
as the number of processors increases. In our implementation,
some inputs show increase in throughput, such as the first and
third satisfiable inputs and the second unsatisfiable input, although
the increase is not linear; on other inputs, the throughput shows
small, zero, and sometimes negative increase when the number of
processors increases.

Figure 6 presents the unit throughput, which is the number of
inspects per second per core relative to the unit throughput when
running on single processor. This figure presents the same infor-
mation as Figure 5, but is simply graphed differently. Ideally, one
would like to see roughly the same unit throughput as the number of
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Figure 4: The execution time of the inputs relative to the time running on single processor. On the left, we have the graph for the satisfiable inputs, and on
the right we have that of the unsatisfiable inputs. Each set of bars represents one input, and each bar within the set represents the normalized execution time
for the original MiniSat and the Parallel MiniSat running on 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, and 16 processors. The X-axis shows the size of each input. The Y-axis shows the
execution time normalized by the time of Parallel MiniSat running on single processor.

processors increases. While the throughput of our Parallel MiniSat
running on one processor is comparable to the original MiniSat, we
see a steady decrease in unit throughput in our Parallel MiniSat as
the number of processors increases.

We have few speculation as to why this is the case. First,
when running on multiple processors, there are additional overhead
such as replaying assume and fetching / processing clauses from
global_DB; both incur additional work and possibly synchroniza-
tion overhead. Second, the memory usage does grow linearly as the
number of processors increases, because each worker keeps its own
solver state. In particular, the clause_DB can take up quite some
space, although this reason alone is not convincing, because in the
case such as the first unsatisfiable input, the memory usage is much
less than say, the last unsatisfiable input, but the unit throughput
is worse. Finally, we wonder if the heuristic of variable ordering
doesn’t work as well in the parallel setting. In our current imple-
mentation, each worker keeps track of its own activity and ordering
arrays. The value of a variable’s activity depends on how often it is
involved in a conflict, and the value gets rescaled from time to time
when the activity gets too high. A worker only recalculates the ac-
tivity of a variable when the variable is involved in a conflict that
the worker encounters, so a worker’s activity array does not reflect
or account for the conflicts that other workers encounter. Depend-
ing on which branch a worker ended up stealing, its activity array
gets shaped differently. We are wondering whether the variable or-
dering is less effective in the parallel setting, since each worker’s
ordering reflects only a fraction of the conflicts that the solver en-
countered as a whole. All these are speculations, however. We need
further investigation in order to draw any conclusion.

6. Conclusion

In this section, we conclude with topics for future investigation. As
the results indicated in Section 5, the performance of our imple-
mentation unfortunately does not scale as the number of processors
increases. This can be caused by the replay overhead, the synchro-
nization overhead when accessing global DB, memory bandwidth,
or even possibly due to the effectiveness of the ordering heuristic
in the parallel implementation. Figuring out how we can improve
the performance is perhaps the most immediate task.

As we mentioned in Section 4, our implementation is nondeter-
ministic and worker-aware. Which search path gets explored next
highly depends on which worker ends up stealing the branch, since
every worker keeps its own solver state, given a particular prefix
of assume, every worker may propagate differently and use differ-
ent variable ordering to select the next variable. It is an interesting
topic as to how we can make the solver more deterministic.

The most naive deterministic implementation would be to make
a snapshot over the solver state before every branch; when a thief
steals a particular branch, the thief continues the search with the
snapshot of the solver state taken before the first spawn. Similarly,
if a thief picks up the continuation after sync, it continues the
search with the snapshot of the solver state taken before the first
spawn. This implementation is clearly not ideal; the coping over-
head aside, it does not take any advantage of the variable ordering
or clause learning that one would get from keeping the state after
exploring certain search subspace.

If one intends to keep the effect of variable ordering and clause
learning, and accumulate knowledge across workers as they explore
different subspaces, it seems challenging to make the solver de-
terministic. In our current implementation, in order to accumulate
the effect of clause learning, we had a centralized global clause
database that each worker periodically synchronizes to. Further-
more, since we reuse the mechanism of how the original MiniSat
keeps track of a clause’s watched literals, we ended up having ev-
ery worker keeping track of its own local database. The nondeter-
minism is resulted from the fact that workers synchronize to the
global database asynchronously, and every worker may select dif-
ferent watched literals for a given clause depending on the vari-
able assignments it made so far. Even if we separate the notion
of learned clause database and watched literals so that there is one
centralized clause database, and every worker keeps track of its own
list of watched literals, the workers would still need to synchronize
their lists of watched literals to the clause database whenever a new
clause is added, which is likely asynchronous. It is unclear at the
moment how to get around these issues and still allow the workers
to accumulate the effect of learning.

In terms of the variable ordering, one could conceivably make a
snapshot of the order array before spawn, and have the thief copy
it over upon a steal. With this strategy, however, the question is
how we can accumulate the learning effect somehow, such that
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Figure 5: The number of inspects per second of the inputs relative to the number of inspects per second executing on single processor. On the left, we have
the graph for the satisfiable inputs, and on the right we have the graph of the unsatisfiable inputs. Each set of bars represents one input, and each bar within
the set represents the normalized number of inspects per second for the original MiniSat and the Parallel MiniSat running on 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, and 16 processors.
The X-axis shows the size of each input. The Y-axis shows the number of inspects per second normalized by the number of inspects per second of the Parallel
MiniSat running on single processor.

the activity reflects the conflicts encountered so far, but not just
the conflicts encountered between root of the search tree to this
branching point. While these issues seem difficult to get around,
and it may be the case that an efficient parallel solver cannot be
completely deterministic, we certainly like to move towards that
direction as much as possible.
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Figure 6: The unit throughput (i.e., the number of inspects per second per core) of the inputs relative to the unit throughput when executing on single processor.
On the left, we have the graph for the satisfiable inputs, and on the right we have the graph of the unsatisfiable inputs. Each set of bars represents one input, and
each bar within the set represents the normalized unit throughput for the original MiniSat and the Parallel MiniSat running on 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, and 16 processors.
The X-axis shows the size of each input. The Y-axis shows the unit throughput normalized by the unit throughput of the Parallel MiniSat running on single
processor.


